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Abstract

Millions of people now participate in Massively-Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs), placing
tremendous and often unpredictable maintenance burdens ontheir operators. Thus, understanding
the dynamic nature of MMOG players is critical for the designers and implementers of the systems
and networks that host MMOGs. This paper improves our understanding of player dynamics in
MMOGs by collecting and analyzing a 5-month long measurement study of World of Warcraft,
a leading commercial MMOG. Our novel findings include the following: First, the distribution
of player session lengths is similar to that of peer-to-peerfile sharing sessions, despite a game’s
interactive nature, but has a shorter tail. Second, we find several good predictors of session length,
such as in-game character level or age. Third, despite the social nature of MMOGs, interactivity
between players accounts for little of the dependence between sessions of different players, and
most sessions are not correlated at long time scales. Fourth, changes to a game’s virtual world
can cause dramatic shifts in the population densities of in-game locations, which are otherwise
relatively stable.





1 Introduction

The popularity of Massively-Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs) has grown astronomically in
the past few years, now with more than 12 million participants [17] and market value surpassing $1
billion [20]. The most popular MMOG is Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft [25], which
has has 8.5 million subscribers alone [26] and is the focus ofthis study.

MMOGs are computer games where thousands of players interact with each other online in a
persistent virtual world. Unlike other games where playerscan win or lose, players in an MMOG
can never reach a state where they are considered to have won the game and, thus, usually subscribe
to play for months or years. Players not only interact with each other and the virtual world, but
sometimes also participate in building the virtual world itself (e.g., in Second Life [22]). The large
number of persistent connections, computation burden of maintaining a real-time virtual world,
and bandwidth requirements of online content distributioneach place tremendous demands on
the systems and networks that host MMOGs. Therefore, operators must understand the dynamic
nature of players in order to better manage their resources.

In order to reduce some of these burdens, there has also been interest in building MMOGs as
distributed systems, for example, as peer-to-peer applications where game clients act as peers (e.g.,
[2], [9], [16]). In such systems, player behavior is even more critical to the reliability of the game.
In particular, distributed game designs must take into account the churn inherent in MMOG player
participation.

This paper presents the results of an extensive study of player dynamics in World of Warcraft,
the leading commercial MMOG. By making innovative use of theWorld of Warcraft client along
with an infrastructure to automate the client, we monitoredthe dynamic behavior of over 1000
players within the game world for 5 months. In addition to these measurements, we contribute
detailed analysis of the variation in player participationover time, the characteristics of player
session lengths, downtimes, inter-arrival times, and availability, the aggregate player churn rate,
the degree of player independence, and characteristics of stay time in different locations in the
game. Our key novel findings include the following:

• The distribution of player session lengths is very similar to that of peer-to-peer file sharing
sessions, despite a game’s interactive nature, but has a shorter tail.

• We find several good predictors of session length, such as in-game character level or age.

• Despite the social nature of MMOGs, interactivity between players accounts for little of the
dependence between sessions of different players, and mostsessions are not correlated at
long time scales.

• Changes to a game’s virtual world can cause dramatic shifts inthe population densities of
in-game locations, which are otherwise relatively stable.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents related work. Section 3
describes our measurement methodology and data sets. Section 4 presents detailed analysis of our
measurements. Section 5 summarizes key implications of ourresults for operators.
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2 Related Work

Previous work similar to ours falls into three categories: MMOG studies, studies of other game
genres, and characterization of user behavior in other peer-to-peer systems.

User Behavior in MMOGs. Chenet. al.’s study of player interaction in the MMOG ShenZhou
Online [6, 7] is the most similar work to ours. There are two key differences that distinguish our
study: First, their measurement technique is markedly different than ours, making use of network-
level packet traces collected from the local network hosting the MMOG. Our techniques do not rely
on access to an MMOG operator’s network and thus are more likely to be applicable to other games.
Second, their study only examined player activity over periods of less than one day, whereas we
measure and analyze player behavior over several months. Therefore our study reveals long-term
trends that have not yet been studied.

The PlayOn [18] project is an on-going census and measurement study of World of Warcraft,
with emphasis on social behavior and interaction [10]. Similar to our study, the PlayOn project
also uses client modifications to gather their measurements. However, they focus on sociological
aspects of gaming, whereas our focus is on the effects of player behavior on systems and networks
provisioned for MMOGs.

User Behavior in Other Games. Chamberset. al. [5] conducted a measurement study of several
online games, focusing on the first-person-shooter (FPS) game Counter-Strike. While some of
the games that were measured can loosely be considered MMOGs, the majority were games that
consist of separate game rounds lasting at most a few hours. For example, in FPS games like
Counter-Strike, Quake, or Halo, rounds rarely last more than30 minutes. Thus, player sessions
in such games are heavily influenced by the length of game rounds. As expected, we observe that
player behavior is markedly different in an MMOG. Feng et. al[11] and Henderson and Bhatti [14]
also present measurements of FPS games.

User Behavior in P2P Systems. As mentioned earlier, there have been several proposals for
building multiplayer games as distributed systems [2, 9, 16]. Thus, it is useful to compare player
dynamics in an MMOG to the peer dynamics in common peer-to-peer applications for which there
has been considerable study.

Stutzbach and Rejaie [24] conducted an analysis of churn rates in P2P file sharing systems,
and provided a set of guidelines to follow when attempting tomeasure churn. We use similar
metrics for measuring player sessions in MMOGs. Sen and Wang[23] provide an analysis of
peer-to-peer file sharing traffic, with some information on session lengths. Gummadiet. al. [13]
also provide a characterization of session lengths in the P2P application Kazaa. In contrast to
file sharing applications, MMOGs are interactive and players only remain online while actively
participating in the game. Surprisingly, we find that some characteristics, such as session length,
are not dramatically different in MMOGs despite this distinction. Nonetheless, we also find that
there is not a stable core of long-lived players as there are long-lived peers in file sharing networks.

Guhaet. al. [12] present a study of peer behavior in the Skype voice-over-IP P2P network
and Yuet. al. [27] present a study of user behavior in a video-on-demand (VoD) system. As with
MMOGs, there has been interest in building these types of systems in a P2P fashion. Although
these applications also require some user attention duringparticipation, they do not require as much
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Experiment Length (days) Sample Size Mechanism Polling Interval (minutes)
Long-term 71 1,100 polling 5
Location 21 NA polling 2
Detailed 28 50 callback NA

Table 1: Summary of the experiments conducted.

interaction as games and are not typically social in nature.Moreover, the average duration of phone
calls is much shorter than the average MMOG session time, while sessions of participants in VoD
systems will be heavily influenced by the length of videos, whereas MMOGs are open-ended.

3 Methodology

3.1 World of Warcraft

We first describe the object of this study, World of Warcraft (WoW), and aspects of the game
that are pertinent to understanding our results. All of these characteristics have analogs in other
Massively Multiplayer Role Playing Games (MMORPGs), the most common MMOG sub-genre.
Thus, we believe our study is representative of most MMORPGs.

Realms. To accommodate 8.5 million subscribers [26], World of Warcraft usesrealms, which are
independent copies of the game world, each hosting several thousand players. Players choose a
realm in which they wish to play in, and their character is then bound to that realm. The typical
realm chosen for the measurement study was Frostmane.1 While a realm might actually be served
by a cluster of machines, in this paper we refer to the host of the realm as theserver.

Most other popular MMORPGs, such as Everquest and Final Fantasy Online, use identical
mechanisms to manage large subscriber bases (realms are also called shards).

Characters and Levels. A character corresponds to an in-game avatar controlled by a player,
which possesses a set of attributes as well as an inventory ofequipment. The key attributes that
concern us are the character’sname and level. A character’s name is a unique identifier, and a
character’slevel is an in-game measure of the character’s experience. A higher level character is
more powerful and has access to more content in the game. Characters gain levels by performing
actions such as killing monsters or completing quests. A character’s level is strictly increasing from
1 to 70; characters cannot lose levels. Nonetheless, the average player takes months to advance a
character beyond level 60. In this paper, we use the terms player and character interchangeably.

To our knowledge, all MMORPGs have some measure of characterability such as player level.
Killing monsters and completing quests to advance levels are also common traits.

Factions. In each WoW realm, there are two opposing gamefactions, the Alliance and the Horde.

1Frostmane is a typical Player-vs-Player realm. The other two realm types are Player-vs-Environment, in which
the only difference is that players can not attack each other, and Role-Playing, which are advertised as hosting only
players that act “in-character” but are not technically anydifferent. We do not believe these differences in realm types
dramatically impact our results.
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Characters are assigned a faction upon creation. The game prevent members of one faction from
discovering information about members of the other. Thus wewere only able to monitor a sin-
gle faction throughout our experiments. Since factions arepurely in-game constructs, we do not
believe that there are major differences in player behaviorwith respect to the metrics we are con-
cerned with. The faction chosen for measurement was the Alliance.

Other MMORPGs that use factions include City of Heroes and Guild Wars.

Zones. The WoW game world is partitioned intozones or different locations in the game. For
example, each town, city, and dungeon in the game is often a different zone. In general, movement
from one zone to another is seamless.

Although we do not know whether zones in WoW are partitioned across servers, some other
MMOGs, such as Second Life and ShenZhou Online, are known to host different zones on different
servers. MMOG middleware, such as BigWorld [3], Project Darkstar [19], and Zona [28], all
partition zones across different servers, while allowing for seamless travel between zones.

3.2 Measurement Infrastructure

The goal of our measurement study was to characterize playerdynamics. Since such information
is not made available by commercial MMOG operators and theirinfrastructure is closed to out-
side parties, we made use of the standard World of Warcraft client to obtain such measurements.
Making use of the client as a measurement platform is also advantageous because it has minimal
impact on the game being measured. Nonetheless, since the game client was not designed to be
used as a measurement tool, we had to overcome a few challenges in order to make use of it this
way.

Collecting Player Information. The first challenge was obtaining player information from the
server. Fortunately, WoW implements a client-side user interface scripting environment where
users can write scripts to manipulate parts of the client. Scripts are written in Lua [15], an em-
bedded scripting language, and a collection of Lua scripts is usually referred to as an addon. This
allowed us to use the client to gather information about players. We developed a set of measure-
ment addons for each experiment that monitored player status over time (i.e. a player’s online
status, current level and location in the game).

Controlling the Client. We developed a manager program to control the client, so thatit would
automatically connect to the game server and collect measurements without human intervention.

3.3 Sampling the Player Population

Due to limitations in the features provided by the client, itwas not possible to monitor the entire
player population. Instead, we took samples of the entire population and measured players in the
sample set. We developed an addon to collect as many player names as possible, and we created
our samples by taking random subsets of the collected names.

The CensusPlus [4] addon uses a similar technique in order to publish a census about WoW
characters. CensusPlus makes use of a WoW addon as well, but also gathers its measurements from
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Location Description
Stormwind City Busy central city.

Stranglethorn Vale Quest area.
Burning Steppes Along a popular travel route.

Table 2: List of game locations that were chosen for measurement.

results submitted by a large number of volunteers. Thus their census reports a more accurate count
of the number of players in the game: a little over 10,000 Alliance players. Our addon gathered
9,530 names, which makes the set of names we collected and sampled close to the entire player
population.

3.4 Experiments

We now describe the three different experiments that we conducted. Table 1 summarizes the key
features of each experiment.

Long-Term Measurement Experiment. This first experiment monitored the behavior of a ran-
dom set of 1,100 unique players over 71 days, or nearly 3 months. The main goal of this experiment
was to obtain an understanding of the behavior of a large number of players over a long period of
time.

Players were monitored by polling the WoW server every 5 minutes to determine whether a
player was online, and if so, the player’s level and current location in the game. Due to client
limitations, polling the status of a single character took 5seconds. Thus an entire poll took about
110 seconds. Polls were also spaced 5 minutes apart in order to keep the amount of traffic being
sent to the game server from being too large.

Location Measurement Experiment. The location measurement experiment was designed to
characterize the nature of player movement within game areas. Six locations (referred to aszones
in the game) were chosen and continually monitored for players entering and leaving each location.

Table 2 lists three of the six locations we chose to measure, along with brief descriptions.
Stormwind City is one of the capital cities for Alliance players. Stranglethorn Vale contains a
large number of quests. Burning Steppes is along the only land and air route between two major
game areas and thus acts as a transit area. We present the results for these three because they
roughly correspond to the three main in-game activities: socializing/trading in cities, fighting in
quest areas, and traveling.

A poll-based monitoring system was used for the location experiment (though using a different
polling technique than the long-term experiment). Polls were conducted every 2 minutes, and
attempted to obtain the details of every player found in the location. The exact time taken by each
poll varied, depending on how many players there were in eachlocation.

Note that game zones in WoW are large areas, and some may encompass several sub-zones
(villages, caves,etc.). Thus it is not entirely accurate to characterize Stranglethorn Vale as just
a questing area because it contains several important townsas well. Also, all zones have quests
available to players. Nonetheless, our characterizationsare relatively accurate when compared to
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the other zones in the game.

Detailed Measurement Experiment. The 5 minute polling interval used in the long-term ex-
periment implies that it did not capture changes at shorter time scales (in the order of seconds
or minutes). Thus, we conducted another similar experimentwith a much finer-grained level of
measurement.

Unlike the previous two experiments, the detailed experiment did not use a polling mechanism
to determine player status. Instead, a callback-based technique was used that allowed our addon
to be immediately notified by the server when a player’s status changed. However, in order to use
this more accurate measurement technique, we had to reduce the number of monitored players to
50.

3.5 Measurement Limitations

Player Aliasing. Due to limitations in the information exposed to clients by the game server, there
is no straightforward way to correlate a character with a particular player (i.e., no unique identifiers
such as IP address or account number are revealed) or vice versa. Players are able to create multiple
characters so it is not possible to tell whether two characters actually belong to the same player or
not, introducing possible aliasing. However, players cannot log on with multiple characters at the
same time. Potential aliasing implies that individual players may log in more frequently than our
measurements suggest (with different characters).

Missing Players. Occasionally during polling, the measurement addon would receive an error
from the WoW stating that the player being polled was not found. The most likely reason for this
was that the player’s account was deleted. Another cause could simply be a case of a server error.
Whenever this happened, we recorded the player’s status as being missing. Missing players were
pruned out of our measurements. About 90% of the players we monitored were active at some point
during our measurement period. In addition to this limitation, our experiments did not monitor any
players that were not subscribers at the beginning of our measurement period (e.g., players that
joined later). Nonetheless, subscriptions generally lastfor months, so we do not believe that the
behavior of these players would change our results substantially.

Measurement Outages. There were several sources of outages throughout the measurement pe-
riod. The WoW server occasionally offline for a few hours, usually for maintenance purposes.
There were also outages due to server-side errors.

The other major outages were due to patches to the game client. At two points during our mea-
surement study, patches were released that were incompatible with the Lua measurement addons.
In one case, the patch updated the in-game Lua interpreter toversion 5.1, from version 5.0. This
caused problems with the addons because they were not written for the newer version of Lua. In
another case, an expansion set (The Burning Crusade) was released, which caused problems with
parts of the addons that had to be fixed.

As a result of the outages, some of our datasets were partitioned. Figure 1 provides a visual-
ization of our measurement periods and summarizes each continuous measurement period.

Timezone of Players. There was no way to determine the local timezones of the players being
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Figure 1: Summary of measurement period and periods of continuous measurement.

monitored, but we do know that the server was using Central Standard Time (CST). Analysis of
the data also yields a very obvious diurnal pattern, as can beseen in Figure 2, represented using
Eastern Standard Time (EST). If we assume that most players enter the game in the evening, then
EST or CST are the most likely timezones for the majority of players in the game. We use EST
when discussing the results.

4 Analysis

The results of the measurement study are shown here. We first give a brief description of each
characteristic we discuss.

Player Count. The number of players online in the game at some point in time.

Session Length. The time between a player’s login to the game and logout from the game.

Downtime. The time a player spends offline between sessions.

Availability. The fraction of time a player is in the game.

Player Independence. A measure of the correlation and dependence of different player’s play-
times.

Playtime Concentration. A measure of how much individual players concentrate their playtime
on certain times of the day or days of the week.

Inter-arrival time. The time in between two player arrivals,i.e.between one player entering the
game and the next.

Staytime. The amount of time a player spends in a particular game location.

Location density. The number of players in a given zone at a particular time.

4.1 Player Count

Understanding the variation in player count allows system properties to be adjusted based on the
load that will be experienced. To determine the player countin the long-term experiment, the total
number of players found online at each polling period was determined. The resulting distribution
has a median of 63 players (5.7%). There were never more than 200 players online at the same
time, which given our sample size of 1,100 players is less than 18%.

Interestingly, only 993 playersever appeared in the game, about 90% of the total population
being monitored. Many of the remainder had accounts deleted.
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Player count is expected to vary with a diurnal pattern. Chambers et. al. [5] report such
a pattern in player population of three popular games, as well as a weekly pattern. A plot of
median player count versus the time of day the poll took placeover all polls yielded the graph in
Figure 2, which clearly demonstrates time-of-day effects.Possible day-of-week effects were also
investigated, but no substantial patterns were found,i.e.people log on no more during the weekends
than they do during the weekdays, in contrast to what was reported in [5].

4.2 Session Length

We now turn our attention to session lengths. Session lengths reflect the amount of churn a system
faces, and also determine how long a peer can be used to provide service in a peer-to-peer system.

Figure 3 shows the CDF of the session lengths recorded during the long-term experiment,
plotted on a log-linear scale. The median session length is 50 minutes. There were only 4 sessions
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that lasted longer than a day.2

Another useful statistic to look at is the distribution of median session lengths of each player.
This distribution characterizes the average behaviors of players, and is also shown on the same
figure. The median of this distribution is 42 minutes. The longest median session length was
around 12 hours, and the next longest was 7 hours.

An initial comparison of the two distributions shows that the median distribution has fewer
extreme values. For example, the 95th percentile of the session length distribution is 1,976 minutes,
as compared to that of the median distribution which is 117 minutes. Since we are looking at a
median, this is expected, but the difference between the twoalso suggests that many of the extreme
values in the session length distribution are actually distributed amongst all players. In other words,
instead of there being a group of players that always have exceptionally long session lengths (and
thus have a very high median), every player will occasionally have very long sessions along with
shorter ones (yielding a more average median).

To investigate this hypothesis further, we determined the coefficient of variation (ratio of stan-
dard deviation to mean) of session length for each player. Weobtained a median value over all
players of slightly more than 1. This indicates large dispersion in the session lengthsof each
player, which agrees with our earlier speculation.

Comparison to Other Studies. The median session lengths of players in the ShenZhou Online
MMOG reported in [6] for each of their traces was 122 minutes and 86 minutes, with a combined
median of 100 minutes. The discrepancy from our measurements may be due to their much smaller
measurement window; their median values were obtained by statistical methods in survival anal-
ysis, as a large number of their observed sessions were truncated due to the small measurement
window.

Different measurement studies of P2P filesharing systems have produced differing results for
median session lengths. These range from a few minutes [13] to close to an hour [21]. An average
session length of 42 minutes falls within this range and is thus probably not that different from
a P2P system. This in an interesting result, because the nature of filesharing applications is very
different from that of an online game; a game player is almostalways an active participant through-
out the session, whereas a person downloading a file is likelyto leave the filesharing application
running while she does something else.

Results from Stutzbach and Rejaie [24] suggest that sessionlengths in P2P datasets (specifi-
cally BitTorrent) are not heavy-tailed, but best describedby Weibull distributions. Analysis of the
session length data collected by the long-term experiment gives similar results. A Weibull distri-
bution with shape 0.84 and scale 4914.4 yields the best fit to our data. One important difference in
our results and the results obtained by [24] is that they recorded sessions far longer than we did;
some of their sessions lasted for weeks, whereas the longestsession we found was slightly longer
than a single day.

Predictability of Sessions. We now turn our attention to the predictability of session lengths.
First, we investigate if there is a relationship between thelengths of the sessions a player has over
the first week of the long-term experiment, and the lengths ofall sessions a player has in total.

2Out of the 4, 2 were from the same player, and occurred slightly more than 2 weeks apart. In fact the top 10
longest sessions originated from a set of 5 players.
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Figure 4: (a) Median session lengths over first week versus median session length over entire
measurement period. (b) Level versus median length of sessions started at that level.

Figure 4(a) shows a plot of the median session lengths of players over the first week versus the
overall median session lengths. Pearson’s correlation coefficient of these variables is 0.76, which
means we can generally expect players who have had long sessions to continue doing so.

Another parameter that appears to influence session length is the level of the player at the
beginning of the session. Figure 4(b) shows a plot of player level versus the median length of all
sessions initiated by a player of this level. Pearson’s correlation coefficient for this dataset is 0.81,
corresponding to a high degree of correlation. Thus, a higher level player is likely to have longer
sessions.

Due to the strictly increasing nature of player levels, and the fact that most players’ goal in the
game is to increase their level, we can generally assume thatplayer level reflects the amount of
time elapsed since the player created her character. Our results suggest that the longer a player has
been involved with the game, the longer he is likely to play per session.

Finally, we see the same diurnal pattern with respect to bothsession lengths and session counts
as in Figure 2. Longer sessions all begin in the evening and atnight. Sessions that begin in the
early morning tend to be short, particularly from the periodfrom 5-7am. Thus, the length of a
session could be predicted based on the time the session is started. In addition, since there are
more sessions at night than in the day, this suggests that during the day there are both shorter
sessionsand fewer sessions.

Stutzbach and Rejaie [24] describe a pitfall in characterizing churn, where long sessions are not
properly accounted for because of the limited size of the measurement period. We believe this is
not a problem in our experiments, because sessions are rarely longer than a day, as compared to our
measurement period of several weeks/months. We also investigated the effect of biases during the
end of the measurement period by filtering out all sessions that began less than 2 days before the
end of our measurements. Comparing the filtered dataset to theunfiltered one yielded negligible
differences.
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4.3 Downtime

Downtime provides an indication of the time it will take an offline node to return online. It is of
particular relevance to distributed games where nodes provide storage, because the data stored on
a node will be unavailable during that node’s downtime.

The distribution of downtimes and median downtimes of each player is shown in Figure 5,
together with the distribution of median session lengths from Figure 3 for comparison. Downtimes
are longer than session lengths, as is expected since the average player is likely to spend less time
in the game than out of it.

Surprisingly, the median of the median downtimes is 179.38 minutes, which is only about 3
hours. One would imagine this value be much higher, at the very least to accommodate for 7-8
hours of sleep, not to mention around 8 hours of work.

Comparing the downtime distribution to the median distribution, we find that there tend to
be more short downtimes than players with shorter median downtimes. The 5th percentile of the
downtime distribution is 300 seconds, while the 5th percentile of the median distribution is 2,400
seconds. This is similar to what we found with respect to session lengths and median session
lengths.

Determining the coefficient of variance of each player’s downtime yielded a median coefficient
of 1.22, indicating large dispersion in the downtimes of each player.

Thus, a possible explanation for the low median downtime is that players tend to have many
sessions held close to one another, resulting in many short downtimes, and also a few sessions held
very far apart, resulting in the much larger mean value. The period of downtime when the player is
asleep or at work would then correspond to the fewer longer downtimes, which also suggests that
a player has multiple sessions every night, held close together.

The longest observed downtime was about 4 days.
The relationship between downtime and the time of day as shown in Figure 6 is the inverse of

that in 2, as expected. Nodes that leave in the early morning will not return for several hours, and
nodes that leave in the evening will be back in a few hours or less.

It is possible to categorize the many short downtimes that players experience astransient fail-
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ures, i.e.temporary disconnections from the system. In particular, they may not indicate that the
player desires to stop playing the game; rather, they may be caused by network or machine failures,
or the user needing to leave the game for a short time. In particular, there exists a mechanism in
WoW that causes players to be logged out of the game after a fewminutes of inactivity. Thus, if
a player needs to leave his computer temporarily, she would be disconnected from the game. In
games that do not have such a feature, the player would probably remain connected to the game
(but not be active) for the short period of downtime we observed.

4.4 Availability

In distributed game designs where nodes are used to store game state, the level of replication
required in the system is directly affected by how often the nodes are online. It is thus important to
understand player availability. The availabilities of allplayers in the long-term experiment over the
month of February (specifically from the 3rd period of measurement, Feb 5 2007 to Mar 5 2007)
were determined by finding the ratio between the total amountof time spent online and the total
amount of time elapsed (28 days). The distribution is shown in Figure 7.
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The median availability is 0.024,i.e.around 2% or about 30 minutes of play time per day, on
average. Note that 20% of players have availability over 10%, over 2 hours per day, on average.
The highest recorded availability was 31.5%.

Comparison to Other Studies. Gummadiet. al. [13] determined the median availability for peer-
to-peer clients to be 0.2%. This is only a lower bound, due to the methods used to characterize
availability, and is far lower than our recorded 2%. Bhagwanet. al. [1] in contrast reports the
availability of peers in the Overnet filesharing application to have a median of 7%. Thus, the
availability characteristics of game players are different from that of file-sharing networks, but the
distribution of peer availabilities are within an order of magnitude.

An additional complication with regards to availability iswhether or not we can consider node
availabilities to be independent. Peer-to-peer storage systems are very heavily influenced by de-
pendencies between nodes; assumptions are typically made about node independence in order to
decide on a suitable level of replication. For example, CFS [8] createsk replicas of each object,
and assumes that thek nodes the replicas are on will fail independently. Thus, player independence
(or lack thereof) should be taken into account when reasoning about availability. We discuss this
issue in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 8: CDF of Pearson’s correlation coefficient of each pair of player’s online times.

4.5 Player Independence

Next we consider how independent player online times are. That is, we test whether we can
consider the online times of players independent at varioustime scales and examine sources of
dependence. As previously discussed, the degree of player independence determines the level of
state replication needed in a distributed game. System could also exploit player dependence by
finding sets of players that play during the same time. Then, if a player from such a set logs on or
off, the system can then predict the other players will do so soon and take preemptive measures.

Figure 8 shows a CDF of Pearson’s correleation coefficient corr(player A,player B) for each
pair of players’ online times at various time scales. Each player’s time series is represented with
a 1 when online and 0 otherwise (using 5 minute buckets, ignoring times when we are missing
measurements). We saw earlier that there is a strong diurnalpattern in online times so we expect
strong daily positive dependence in when players play, as shown by the “day” line. In fact, there
is also daily negative dependence between some pairs of players because players focus their play
times at slightly different times of day. Nonetheless, we see that the correlation between online
times diminishes when we examine longer time scales. Indeed, at the timescale of 1 month, over
75% of player pairs have correlation coefficients between−0.05 and0.05 which suggests that their
online times are close to independent. This supports our previous finding that there did not appear
to be any longer term periodicity in online times.

Nonetheless, Figure 8 also demonstrates that a small percentage of player pairs have higher
correlation in their online times even at long time scales. We investigate the cause of this cor-
relation by examining these player pairs. We define player A and player B to bepartners if the
correlation of their online times corr(A,B)> t.

Figure 9(a) shows a CDF of the number of partners per player when looking at a timescale of 1
month for several moderate correlation thresholdst. The majority of players have no partners and
most that do have partners only have 1 or 2. Indeed, only 2% of players have partners with corre-
lation > 0.5, so most partner relationships are fairly weak. Figure 9(b)shows a graph of partner
relationships fort = 0.3, where each vertex is a player and an edge is present if two players are
partners. This graph demonstrates that the majority of partner relationships are pairwise. However,
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Figure 9: (a) Number of partners per player, defined by high correlation. (b) A graph of players
(vertices) and partners (edges) fort = 0.3. (c) CDF of the % time spent in the same zone for
partners vs non-partners. All figures consider a monthly timescale.

there are 20 to 30 players that are partners with 10 to 30 players in the same cluster. These players
tend to play more than others (all are online at least 14% of the time), but there are more players
that play just as much and have few or no partners.

Overall, these results appear to be consistent with the findings of Chen et al. [7], which suggest
that, at session time scales, most players play solo and the majority of groups are “duos.” Our
results suggest that these relationships persist to longertimescales. To test this hypothesis, we
attempt to determine whether this correlation in online times is actually due to “players playing
together” or whether the correlation is due to other external factors. We conjecture that players
that are playing together will exhibit locality in the virtual world. That is, they will tend to play in
the same zones at the same time so that they can interact.

Figure 9(c) shows a CDF of the percentage of time, when online simultaneously, that partners
and non-partners are in the same zone, fort = 0.3. We only consider player pairs that were simul-
taneously online for at least 1 hour so that we have a sufficient number of samples. If correlation
in online times is due to players playing together, we expectpartners to play more often in the
same zone than non-partners. This is what we observe in the figure. However, partners are only 2
times more likely to play in the same zone than non-partners,on average (6% vs. 3%). Moreover,
Kendall’sτ correlation coefficient of corr(A,B) and the percentage of time spent in the same zone
is only 0.05, indicating that the relationship between the two, while positive, is weak. Therefore,
there must be external factors beyond players playing together that cause correlated online times.
This conclusion implies that interactivity between two players in a game is unlikely to be sufficient
to predict how strongly their online times will be dependentat long time scales.

In summary, we find that the majority of players’ online timesare close to pairwise independent
at timescales longer than 1 week. Of those players that have online times that show moderate
positive correlation, most are only correlated with 1 or 2 other players. Some of this correlation
is explained by players playing together, but other external factors also appear to play a part in
dependence of online times.
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Figure 10: CDF of per-player concentration of playtime on different hours of the day.
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Figure 11: CDF of per-player concentration of playtime on different days of the week.

4.6 Playtime Concentration

So far, we’ve only looked at player availability in aggregate. Another question is whether indi-
vidual players concentrat their play time during particular times of the day or days of the week.
If a player’s playtime is concentrated during particular periods, the game can better predict when
particular players will be online and offline using their history.

Figure 10 shows a CDF of the per-player concentration of play time on different hours of the
day. Each linep corresponds to the minimum number of hours of the day (12AM, 1PM, 2PM, etc.)
that cover at leastp% of total playtime. For example, thep = 50 line shows that about 55% of
players spend at least 50% of their playtime during at most 5 different hours of the day. Note that
if a player play time was uniformly spread overX hours, it would requireX/2 hours of the day to
cover the majority of it. Thep = 95 line shows that 14 different hours to account for 95% of most
players’ playtime. Therefore, it appears that the majorityof players spend almost all of their time
playing on one half of the day, as expected (e.g., on the half during which they are awake).

However, most players do not appear to have more specific “designated” times of day during
which they play frequently. For example, thep = 50 line also shows that less than 40% of players
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Figure 12: CDF of inter-arrival times.

spend the majority of their playtime during 4 or fewer hours of the day. Note that even a player that
was equally likely to play during any hour in one half of the day would spend the majority of their
playtime on only 6 hours of the day. Moreover, thep = 95 line shows that 14 different hours are
required to account for 95% of most players’ playtime. This implies that, beyond the side of the
day on which a player is awake, players do not concentrate their playtime during a small number
of hours.

Figure 11 shows a CDF of the per-player concentration of play time on different days of the
week (Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, etc.). Thep = 50 line shows that only 42% of players play
the majority of their time on at most 2 days of the week. Note that even if a player played equal
amounts of all days of the week, he or she would spend the majority of their time on only 3.5 days.
Thep = 95 line shows that most players spread 95% of their playtime over at least 5 days of the
week. Therefore, most players do not appear to concentrate their play time during a small number
of days of the week.

We conclude that although most players spend the vast majority of their play time on one side
of the day, beyond that, most players do not strongly concentrate their play time during a few hours
of the day or days of the week. This suggests that most playersdo not have “set schedules” for
when they decide to play.

4.7 Inter-arrival Times

We now discuss node inter-arrival time. The inter-arrival time is a useful metric for characterizing
how frequently players enter the game, and affects performance based on the overhead incurred
when adding a new node to the system.

An important aspect about inter-arrival times is that they are likely to become shorter when
the population increases. Thus, when measuring inter-arrival times over a large population such as
with the long-term experiment, we often see inter-arrival times on the order of seconds. Since the
long-term experiment has a polling interval of 5 minutes, itis not suited for gathering statistics at
such a fine granularity. We thus focus on the results obtainedby the detailed experiment instead.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of inter-arrival times as gathered from the detailed experiment.
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The median of the distribution is 1189s, around 20 minutes.
While Stutzbach and Rejaie [24] suggest that inter-arrival times are likely to deviate from an

exponential distribution due to time-of-day effects, fitting our data to an exponential distribution
yielded a decent fit with the rate parameterλ = 0.00049, although there was deviation at the tail.
We decided to work with the assumption that the inter-arrival time distribution we measured was
exponential, and used that to determine a relationship between sample size and inter-arrival time.

If we consider the arrival of a player to be a Poisson process,then the inter-arrival time dis-
tribution is the result of 50 Poisson processes, each havinga rate of around0.00001 per second.
Thus, the mean inter-arrival time of a sample of sizen is 1/(0.00001n) = 100000/n.

There were an estimated 10,000 players on the server we monitored. This yields a mean inter-
arrival time of 10 seconds, which is quite short.

Churn Rate. We also determined thechurn rate of players entering and leaving the game,i.e.the
rate of both arrivals and departures. Our results show that an average of of 1.1 events per minute.
In addition, each event roughly corresponded to a single player; over an interval of 30 minutes,
each player who entered or left the game during the period contributed an average of 1.2 events.
This agrees with the finding that inter-arrival times are inversely proportional to the population
size.

If we assuming that each event was caused by a unique player, this is equal to 0.1% of the
population either entering or leaving the game every minute. Given that the median number of
players online at any time is close to 6% of the total population, that amounts to 1.6% of the online
population.

4.8 Stay Time

The staytime of a zone has similar impacts on location-basedschemes as session lengths do on
systems in general. For example, if a system partitions the game world such that each location is
handled by a different machine, short staytimes imply frequent migration of players between those
machines.

We expect staytime to vary according to characteristics of each zone. Staytime was determined
from the location measurement experiment.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of stay time for 3 of the zones monitored in the location
measurement experiment. Note that all 3 curves begin at the 2minute mark, because the minimum
staytime we were capable of recording was 2 minutes. It also does not make sense to discuss a
staytime of 0, since that would correspond to a playernot being in the location.

As is expected, the staytime for Burning Steppes (along a transport route) is very short, with
the majority of players leaving the location within 2 minutes. Stormwind City in contrast has
a median staytime of about 7 minutes, and Stranglethorn Vale(a questing area) has a median
staytime of 18 minutes. The distributions of staytime for Stranglethorn Vale and Burning Steppes
were very positively skewed, less so for Stormwind City. We were able to fit Stormwind City’s
staytime distribution to an exponential distribution, whereas the other locations were better fit by
Weibull distributions.

Level and Staytime. The relationship between player level and staytime was alsoinvestigated.
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Figure 13: CDFs of the staytimes of city (Stormwind City), quest (Stranglethorn Vale) and transit
(Burning Steppes) locations.
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Figure 14: Median staytimes versus player level for 3 different locations.
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Figure 14 shows the variation in the median staytime (of all players of a certain level) over player
levels. We leave out the staytimes for levels 1 through 10 because there were too few players of
those levels found in Stranglethorn Vale and Burning Steppes.

This graph has several interesting features. First, the median staytime of players in Stormwind
City seems to be independent of level. In contrast, there are noticeable peaks in the staytimes of
the other two locations, particularly at the 30-45 range forStranglethorn Vale and the 50-60 range
for Burning Steppes. These peaks exactly correspond to thelevel range of those locations. The
level range refers to the recommended range of levels that players should be if they wish to enter
a particular location. Players who have a level below the range are unable to defeat most of the
monsters in the location, while players whose level is too high will gain little benefit from doing
so. In addition, most of the quests in a location can only be performed by players within the level
range or higher.

This suggests that the players who had long staytimes in Stranglethorn Vale and Burning
Steppes were mainly there to perform quests, which take sometime. Players who visited Stormwind
City however were probably there for trade purposes (purchasing items, selling items) and left the
area once their business was done. Finally, the players who visited Burning Steppes not to perform
quests were on their way to someplace else and passed throughvery quickly.

One would expect that the session lengths of players in a location of appropriate level would
be longer than that of other players, at the very least by virtue of the fact that their staytimes are
long. To find a relationship between location, level and session length, we used the data from the
long-term experiment and determined the remaining amount of time a player spent in the game (as
opposed to just the location) after the player entered various locations. Despite our expectation,
there was no discernible relationship between a player’s level and the amount of remaining time
she spent in the game upon entering a fixed location, nor was there a relationship between the
current location and the remaining game time. We did howeverfind a relationship between player
level and staytime similar to that between player level and session length in the long-term dataset.

We speculate the lack of relationships are due to the fact that players do not spend all their
online time in a single location. A low-level player might spend a short time in a high-level area,
before proceeding to a low-level area where she spend a lot oftime. Calculations of the amount of
locations a player passes through in a session, which we termmobility, yielded a median mobility
of 3 locations per session.

There are likely to be various other location properties that affect a player’s staytime, for exam-
ple the presence of more treasure or special quests. However, it is difficult to accurately character-
ize game locations in order to make these relationships evident, so these characterizations remain
as future work.

4.9 Location Density

Another location-related metric we studied is the locationdensity. Dense areas with many players
generally require more processing and bandwidth usage, because there is likely to be more inter-
action between players. It is particularly interesting to observe thestability of location density
in the game world,i.e.how the densities of various locations change over time. This can impact
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Figure 15: Differences in mean location density over December and over February.
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Figure 16: Ratios of difference in mean location density andmean location density over December.

load balancing decisions, for example how often systems should re-evaluate resource assignment
to locations.

We make use of data from the long-term experiment to determine location density, as opposed
to from the location experiment, because we wish to characterize a large number of locations. In
the course of the long-term experiment, players were found to be in a total of 117 zones. Location
density was determined by counting the number of players that were in a particular zone at each
poll. Note that this is the number of players out of the sampleset of 1,100 players, not the entire
population.

Out of the 117 locations found, 33 were locations that were only accessible to players after
the release of the expansion set. Thus, there were no playersfound in these locations before the
February dataset. In order to differentiate between these new locations and the old ones, they were
grouped together as locations 84-117 in our results.

Figure 15 shows the differences in mean location densities over December and over February,
for each of the 117 locations. The vertical line delineates the locations present in the original game
and the new locations only present in the expansion. A negative value indicates that there were
less players in this location overall during February as compared to during December.
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Figure 17: CDF of mean location density for each location.

As can be seen from figure, the change for most locations was negative, which meant that there
were more players in those locations in December than there were in February. In addition, we
found that a large majority of players were spending their time in the expansion locations. Thus,
there was a definite shift in density before and after the release of the expansion.

In Figure 16, the differences in density were divided by the mean density over December. We
assigned a ratio of 0 for locations where the mean density over December was zero, and we omitted
the expansion locations since they did not exist in December. The location with the largest density
ratio is actually truncated; its density ratio is close to 83. Again, we can see that the densities of
many locations dropped by at least 50%.

We also found that were in general a few very dense areas, and many more less dense areas.
This was particularly true for December, where we observed one location with very high density.
This location turned out to be Ironforge, a capital city which also holds the auction-house, where
players may bid for and offer items.

The distribution of the mean location density of each location is shown in Figure 17. This
clearly confirms the earlier observation of there being a fewexceptionally dense areas, as the tail
of the graph is very long.

Finally, we observed the variation in density over the monthof February for various locations.
We found that density was stable over the month; although thelocation density varied depending
on the number of players who were online, in general locations with high location densities had
values that remained high throughout the month.

These results indicate that over a moderate time-period (e.g., a month), location densities are
likely to be stable, but popularity will shift dramaticallydue to in-game changes. There are also
locations in the game which will almost always be crowded, and others that are usually nearly
empty. A similar claim was presented in [7]; our results alsodemonstrate the stability of this
property over time.

3A new dungeon was added to this location (Deadwind Pass) in the expansion, which caused the popularity of the
location to increase sharply.
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5 Summary and Implications

This section summarizes our results and discusses their implications for the design of massively
multiplayer games.

5.1 Summary

Although most session lengths in MMOGs are not long, they arestill within acceptable levels for
many P2P support systems, such as DHTs. We also find several predictors of session lengths, such
as a player’s level and a player’s previous median session length.

Nonetheless, session lengths are generally distributed evenly amongst all players, as opposed
to there being particular players with consistently long sessions. In addition, the longest game
sessions found were far shorter than the longest peer-to-peer filesharing sessions observed by other
studies,i.e.game players are less long-lived than filesharing peers in the limit.

In terms of player availability, players spend less time online than they do offline, as expected.
Nonetheless, most are available 2% of the time and 20% fraction are available more than 10% of
the time, well within an order of magnitude of most filesharing peers, which is surprising given a
game’s interactive nature. This corresponds to most peers being online for at least 29 minutes every
day, on average, and 20% of players being online for more than2 hours every day, on average.

The distribution of inter-arrival times we have found suggests an inverse relationship between
inter-arrival times and population size, where the interarrival-time of a population of sizen is
100000/n.

Players appear to play at independent times over longer timescales (more than a week), and
while some dependence is due to players playing together, other external factors also appear to
contribute to correlation. At shorter timescales, the diurnal effect causes to dependence in play
times.

Players spend long periods of time only in areas where they stand to gain benefits and advance
in the game (i.e.areas with suitable quests). In this regard, players appearto act rationally with
respect to game rules. The distribution of location densities is very skewed, with some locations
much more popular than others. Density is also stable over shorter periods of time, although major
in-game changes, such as the addition of new locations, can cause density to shift.

5.2 Recommendations

Overall, our results suggest that multiplayer game designsshould take into account the high churn
rate present in large games, and ensure that any overhead incurred when players join and leave the
game is sufficiently low. This also applies to systems where there is overhead in a player entering
and leaving a game location, such as games where different zones are hosted on different servers.
In addition, games should allocate more resources to popular areas as opposed to uniformly across
all locations. Dynamic load balancing is not as necessary since density tends to be stable, and
drastic changes in density only appear to be caused by major changes in the game that can be
anticipated.
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Predictors of location staytimes can be used to determine how long players will stay in a loca-
tion and thus use the resources associated with that location.

Systems should also take into account daily fluctuations in parameters such as population count,
for example arranging schedules such that a maximal amount of resources are available during the
daily peaks.

Distributed games face challenges with regard to making useof game clients to maintain state.
Node availability is low and churn rates are high, thus any design where state is stored on the
clients must use heavy replication. Games should also use the predictors of session length and
staytime we have found to identify suitable nodes for hosting game state. However, identifying
long-lived players in order to form a backbone like what was suggested in [24] has far less benefit
in the context of distributed games than it does in filesharing applications, because game clients
are shorter-lived.

For state that does not last long and is frequently accessed,designs must to take into account the
daily dependence in node availability due to the diurnal effect. State which is longer-lived however
can benefit from player independence at longer timescales. Our results also suggest that distributed
system simulations can safely model most peers as independent in a distributed MMOG.

The session characteristics of players suggest that Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) that are
resilient to churn are suitable for use in distributed games. Rheaet. al. [21] showed that most
DHT systems can cope relatively well with median session lengths of around 40 minutes, although
any less than this quickly leads to very poor performance. Thus, making use of a DHT in the
construction of a distributed game, as was done in [2, 16], isfeasible, as far as coping with churn
is concerned.

5.3 Future Work

Our measurement study is a first step towards a better understanding of player dynamics in mul-
tiplayer games. We plan to make measurements of similar properties in other MMOGs such as
Second Life, in order to examine what effects, if any, different game mechanics and rules have
on player behavior. We also hope to perform trace-driven evaluation of system designs using our
observations of player behavior. In particular, we wish to examine how such player dynamics in-
fluence the performance of recently proposed distributed game architectures as well as distributed
object stores.
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